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Maser-beam instability of Bernstein waves
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The present study constitutes a continuation and improvement of the preceding work by Yoonet al.
@J. Geophys. Res.104, 19801~1999!#. In the present discussion, an instability of Bernstein waves
excited by a beam of energetic electrons is investigated. Special attention is paid to the regime
where the ratio of plasma frequency,vpe , to electron gyrofrequency,Ve , is sufficiently higher than
unity. An approximate but fairly accurate scheme is introduced to deal with the situation dictated by
the condition, vpe

2 /Ve
2@1. The present investigation is motivated by the research in solar

radiophysics. However, in this article the emphasis is placed on basic properties of the instability
rather than its application. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!02811-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma instabilities associated with a beam of electrons
are extensively discussed in the literature. Discussions are
usually based upon the model that the beam electrons pos-
sess a displaced Maxwellian distribution function1

f b~u!5A exp@2~u2ub!2/ab
2#, ~1!

whereu5p/mc is the normalized momentum,m andc being
the mass of a given particle species, and the speed of lightin
vacuo, respectively,A is an appropriate normalization con-
stant,ab represents the momentum dispersion, andub is re-
lated to the average drift velocityvb by ub5(vb /c)(1
2vb

2/c2)21/2. Using this model distribution, one can readily
show that Langmuir waves are excited, when the beam speed
is sufficiently high.

Strictly speaking, however, this model distribution is
valid only if the background plasma is quiescent. Thus, it
may not be appropriate for the study of plasma processes
near the Sun because high level of intrinsic hydromagnetic
turbulence exists pervasively in solar-terrestrial environ-
ments. One of the consequences is that enhanced hydromag-
netic waves can result in pitch-angle scattering of electrons,
and such a process can in turn significantly modify the beam
electron distribution function. Considering such an effect, it
was shown in Ref. 2 that Bernstein waves can also be ex-
cited. In the discussion presented in Ref. 2, it is proposed
that Eq.~1! be replaced by a model distribution of the form,

f b~u!5A8 g~m! exp@2~u2ub!2/ab
2#,

~2!
g~m!511tanh@~m21!/d#,

whereA8 is the normalization constant,u is the magnitude of
the momentum vector, andm5ui /u is the cosine of the mo-
mentum space pitch-angle,ui being the component of the
momentum parallel to the ambient magnetic field. In the
above, the effects of pitch-angle scattering by low-frequency
hydromagnetic waves is implicitly modeled by the parameter

d, which is presumed to be proportional to the level of the
turbulence in some unspecified manner. Here we reiterate
that the simple Maxwellian beam of the form~1! is stable for
Bernstein waves, whereas the modified beam~2! can excite
these waves. An explanation of the significance of this work
is perhaps in order.

As is well-known, there are two types of waves whose
wave vectors lie perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field,
namely, the extraordinary and ordinary modes. When ther-
mal effects are ignored, extraordinary mode reduces to fast
(X) and slow (Z) modes.1 In addition toX andZ modes, a
thermal plasma can support electrostatic Bernstein waves,3,4

which can be considered as part of the extraordinary mode in
the quasi-electrostatic limit.2,5,6

An important point is that there exist numerous ‘‘win-
dows’’ at gyroharmonic frequencies via which Bernstein
waves can be converted to fast (X) mode. Such a conversion
is likely to be a natural consequence of a plasma immersed in
a nonuniform magnetic field. From the standpoint of radio-
physics, the excitation of Bernstein waves and subsequent
linear mode conversion to electromagnetic waves7 constitute
an entirely new mechanism to produce radio emission, which
has not been considered before.

In passing, we ought to remark that applications of Bern-
stein waves for a number of problems concerning laboratory,
space, and astrophysical plasmas have been discussed in the
literature.8–22 However, the physical situations considered in
these works are different from that of interest to us. We are
particularly interested in the situation in which the ratio of
plasma to electron gyro-frequencies is much higher than
unity, vpe

2 /Ve
2@1 ~for reasons which will be explained sub-

sequently!. Most of the previous works deal with fairly low
ratios, vpe

2 /Ve
2;O(1). Here vpe and Ve are defined by

vpe
2 54pne2/me andVe5eB0 /mec, respectively, wheren,

e, me , B0 , andc represent the ambient density, unit electric
charge, electron mass, ambient magnetic-field intensity, and
the speed of lightin vacuo, respectively.

The discussion in Ref. 2 was motivated by the study of
sporadic solar metric radio bursts. The actual application of
the basic results in Ref. 2 to a model problem appropriate for
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solar radio bursts was recently carried out in Ref. 7. For the
case of solar metric radio emissions, it is believed that the
plasma frequencyvpe is much higher than the electron gy-
rofrequencyVe . Therefore, we are bound to consider the
case of highvpe /Ve , which is much higher than what is
usually discussed in the literature.8–22

In dealing with such a situation, one is confronted with a
number of numerical difficulties, including the fact that one
has to solve a large number of roots from the Bernstein wave
dispersion relation, involving high harmonic range. To deal
with high gyroharmonic modes, an approximation scheme
has been devised in Ref. 2, in which information on detailed
harmonic structures associated with the solution of the dis-
persion relation is retained only for a few harmonics in the
close vicinity of the plasma frequency, while higher and
lower harmonics are smoothed out.

To be specific, take the electrostatic Bernstein wave dis-
persion relation

e512r (
n51

`

an ~x22n2!2150, ~3!

wherer 5vpe
2 /Ve

2 , x5v/Ve is the normalized wave angular

frequency,l5k'
2 Te /meVe

2 , k' is the perpendicular wave
vector component,Te is the electron temperature,an

52n2I n(l) e2l/l, and I n(l) is the modified Bessel func-
tion of the second kind of ordern. Note that Ref. 2 considers
fully electromagnetic dispersion relation for waves propagat-
ing perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field, since one of
the purposes of Ref. 2 is to demonstrate the interconnection
between the fast electromagnetic waves and the Bernstein
waves. However, the above electrostatic dispersion relation
is sufficient if the purpose is just to describe the wave prop-
erties of Bernstein waves.7

The approximation scheme employed in Ref. 2 amounts
to the following treatment of Eq.~3!:

r 2152 (
n51

N22

an n221 (
n5N21

N11

an ~x22n2!21

1 (
n5N12

`

an x22, ~4!

whereN corresponds to the integer value ofr 1/25vpe /Ve .
The idea is to assume thatx2!n2 if x!N, and thatx2@n2 if
x@N, so that the denominator (x22n2)21 can be replaced
by 2n22 and x22, respectively. As shown in Ref. 2, the
solution to Eq.~4! correctly describes gyroharmonic modes
x'N, N61 to a reasonable degree of accuracy, but the de-
tailed information on higher (x@N) and lower gyroharmonic
structures (x!N) is lost.

While such an approximation may be quite adequate for
the description of waves whose frequencies lie near the
plasma frequency, i.e.,x'r 1/2'N, N61, it can lead to erro-
neous results in the computation of the growth rate, as has
been pointed out later in Ref. 7. The reason is the following.
Consider the normalized linear growth rate,G5Im v/Ve ,

G5 (
s52`

` E du Ks~u! dS g2
s

xD ] f b~u!

]u'

, ~5!

whereu' is the perpendicular component of the normalized
momentum vectoru, with respect to the magnetic field, and
g5(11u2)1/2 is the relativisic mass correction factor. The
detailed expression for the kernelKs(u) is given by

Ks~u!5
pr

]e/]x

a

l

g2

u'

Js
2~b!, ~6!

wherer 5vpe
2 /Ve

2 andl5k'
2 Te /meVe

2 as defined before,a
5Te /mec

2, b5(l/a)1/2u' , and Js(b) is the Bessel func-
tion of the first kind of orders. It was noted in Ref. 7 that the
growth of a given gyroharmonic mode, say nearNth har-
monic

G~x;N!,

is in general determined not necessarily by the harmonic
mode numbers5N in the Bessel function summation in Eq.
~5!, but may involve distant neighboring harmonics,sÞN
when u is sufficiently large. As a result, if one ignores the
detailed harmonic structures associated with distant neigh-
bors, then one can miss the most important contribution to
the wave growth at that harmonic.

The objective of this paper is to discuss a better approxi-
mation scheme in order to facilitate the numerical computa-
tion for high harmonic numbers and large ratio of plasma to
gyro-frequencies, which corrects the shortcoming of the pre-
vious method adopted in Ref. 2.

II. BERNSTEIN MODE INSTABILITY

In the present analysis, the electrons are comprised of a
thermal background plus an energetic component of the form
given by Eq.~2!. We assume that the ratio of the beam elec-
trons to the thermal electrons,nb /n0 , is small. Specifically,
we consider this ratio to be 1023 throughout the present
study. We assume 200 eV background electron temperature
throughout. Other physical parameters which enter the model
are the beam kinetic temperature,Tb5mec

2ab
2/2, the pitch-

angle spread parameter,d, the average beam speedvb

5(c ub)/(11ub
2)1/2, and the ratio of plasma frequency to

electron gyrofrequency,vpe /Ve .
Under certain conditions, relativistic effect may be im-

portant for the Bernstein mode dispersion relation.23–25How-
ever, in the present case such effects on the real part of the
dispersion relation are insignificant. Thus we will follow the
traditional nonrelativistic approach5,6 and adopt Eq.~3!,
whereas relativistic effects are necessary for the discussion
of the growth rate@see Eq.~5!#.

In order to justify and describe the new approximation
scheme to be utilized, we start by presenting a full numerical
solution obtained from Eqs.~3! and ~5!, for vpe /Ve520.
Figure 1 presents the full numerical solution of the disper-
sion equation~3! and the growth rate~5! as a function of
k're , wherere5(2Te /meVe

2)1/2. Other parameters areTe

5200 eV, Tb5500 eV, d50.5, nb /n051023, and vb /c
50.3. The real frequencies are shown in Fig. 1~a!, which are
well known, at least in small harmonic number range—e.g.,
see Refs. 5 and 6. We note that the electrostatic approxima-
tion utilized is justified—for the range ofk're values con-
sidered in the calculation, the conditionk2c2!vpe

2 is satis-
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fied. Figure 1~b! shows the corresponding growth rates,
multiplied by a scaling factor of 100. We have not plotted
the negative portion of the growth rates. Also, a constant
integern has been added to each value of the growth rate
corresponding to annth mode, in order to avoid superposi-
tion in the plot, and to facilitate the one-to-one correspon-
dence between the real frequency and the corresponding
growth rate.

From Fig. 1~b!, we see that the most unstable mode cor-
responds ton520, while modesn521 andn522 are pro-
gressively less unstable, and the instability virtually disap-
pears in this scale for modes higher thann523. The
maximum value of the growth rate occurs forn520, and is
seen to begmax.5.031022. We have evaluated the solution
of the dispersion relation up to harmonicn540. That is, we
have keptn51 to n540 in the summation in Eq.~3!. For the
evaluation of the growth rate, however, we have kept 50
harmonics in the summation appearing in Eq.~5!, i.e.,s sum-
mation runs froms51 to s550.

We now point out that if one connects the peaks of the
bell-shaped Bernstein wave dispersion curves above the
plasma frequency, as depicted in Fig. 1~a!, the resulting ef-
fective dispersion curve can be approximately represented by
the dispersion relation of the well-known Langmuir waves in
an unmagnetized plasma, i.e.,

v r5vpe ~113 k'
2 lDe

2 !1/2, ~7!

wherelDe
2 5Te /(4pne2) is the square of the electron Debye

length. The approximation is very good, particularly near the
plasma frequency, as shown in Fig. 2~a!, where both the
exact and the approximate dispersion relations are plotted for
the purpose of comparison. In Fig. 2~b!, we also present the
growth rates, which are calculated on the basis of the two
dispersion relations, and multiplied by the same scaling fac-
tor of 100.

To further test this aproximation, we consider the case of
vpe /Ve510 andvb /c50.4 in Fig. 3, with other parameters
as in Figs. 1 and 2, and in the same format. It is seen from
Fig. 3~b! that in this case, the mode corresponding ton
510 is excited, with maximum growth rateg.2.031022.
Mode n511 also appears to be unstable, but with a much
lower growth rate. It is noteworthy that even for the present
case ofvpe /Ve510, the approximate scheme still provides
a reasonably accurate description for the real frequency and
the growth rate, although the predicted unstable range of
k're is narrower than that the exact solution. Note also that
the approximate scheme gives a slightly lower value for the
maximum growth rate.

The case ofvpe /Ve55 andvb /c50.5, with other pa-
rameters fixed as in Fig. 1, is shown in Fig. 4. The growth
rates, which in this case are multiplied by a factor of 103, are
shown in Fig. 4~b!. Moden55 is shown to be unstable, with
gmax.7.031023. Mode n56 also appears to have a small
growth rate. The small growth for moden57 is almost neg-
ligible when compared with the other two modes. As the
readers can see, the approximate scheme is not accurate for
this case, even though it still can be considered useful from a
qualitative point of view.

The above results lead us to conclude that the approxi-
mate scheme based upon Eq.~7!, namely, to replace the
Bernstein mode disperison relation by the unmagnetized
electrostatic~Langmuir! mode dispersion relation, becomes
better as the magnetic field gets weaker, i.e., increasing value
of vpe /Ve . Conversely, the scheme becomes progressively
inaccurate for decreasing values ofvpe /Ve . In this sense,
the casevpe /Ve'5 can be taken as a lower limit for this
approximation scheme. In conclusion, for low values of the
ratio vpe /Ve , the calculation of the growth rates should use
the full dispersion equation.

With the above limitation in mind, we next consider sys-

FIG. 1. ~a! Bernstein mode dispersion relation for
vpe /Ve520 and Te5200 eV. ~b! Growth rates of
Bernstein gyroharmonic waves fornb /n051023,
vb /c50.3, Tb5500 eV, andd50.5. The peak growth
rate corresponds tog;5.031022 Ve .
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tematic variations of physical parameters. First, in Fig. 5 we
consider the case ofvpe /Ve520 and vary the average beam
speedvb /c from 0.1 through 0.6, while other parameters are
fixed as in Fig. 1. In Fig. 5~a! we present the approximate
real frequency as prescribed by Eq.~7!. In Fig. 5~b! the cor-
responding growth rates are plotted for each value ofvb /c.
In this figure the growth rates are plotted with the multipli-
cative factor of 2, but to elucidate the detailed features, the
constant factorvb /c is added to each growth rate computed
for the same value ofvb /c. It is interesting to observe from
Fig. 5~b! that growth rates plotted ink're versusvb /c ex-
hibit repetitive ridge-like structure. Note further that unstable
range of parametervb /c seems to lie in between 0.15

<vb /c<0.6. Finally, a remarkable feature is that excitation
of waves at multiple harmonics of the cyclotron frequency is
possible for a range of the beam speeds. Takevb /c50.3 for
instance. Maximum excitation occurs for waves withv
.20.2Ve , but a less intense excitation also occurs forv
.21.2Ve . A third peak of excitation may also occur, al-
though with much smaller growth rate.

We now repeat the same calculation as in Fig. 5, but for
vpe /Ve510. The results are displayed in Fig. 6 in the same
format as in Fig. 5. Note that the periodic ridge-like structure
in Fig. 6~b! is qualitatively similar to that shown in Fig. 5~b!.
However, there are some marked differences. For instance,
the unstable range ofk're has become narrower and less

FIG. 2. ~a! Comparison of the exact Bernstein mode
dispersion relation and the approximate expression~7!
for the case considered in Fig. 1.~b! Growth rates com-
puted on the basis of approximate dispersion relation
~7! superposed on top of exact results. Thicker lines
represent the approximation.

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2 except that the case of
vpe /Ve510 andvb /c50.4 are considered and com-
pared against the approximate treatment.~a! Real fre-
quency and~b! growth rates. Thicker lines represent the
approximation. In this case, the peak growth rate isg
;2.031022.
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extended. Also, instead of 3 to 4 multiple ridges in Fig. 5~b!,
only a couple of bands are seen in Fig. 6~b!.

We continue the computation to the limiting case of
vpe /Ve55. The results are shown in Fig. 7. The trend that
for decreasing values ofvpe /Ve the unstable structures
move toward higher values of the drift velocity, observed in
the cases ofvpe /Ve520 andvpe /Ve510, is also observed
here. For this lower density case, however, only one unstable
band is observed for the range of beam velocities considered.

In order to shed more light on the parametric depen-
dence of the instability, we show in Fig. 8 the growth rates
versusvpe /Ve ranging between 10 and 25, forvb /c50.6
and other parameters as in Fig. 1. As before, we have en-
hanced the growth rates by multiplying by a factor of 60.

The outcome is a series of unstable bands in the parameter
space,k're2vpe /Ve . Note that the waves do not grow in
any appreciable manner beyondk're>4, and that the insta-
bility disappears forvpe /Ve>22.

The unstable ridges shown in Fig. 8 are largely consis-
tent with the sawtooth-like structures associated with the
maximum growth rate plot againstvpe /Ve shown in Ref. 2.
In that reference, however, the unstable Bernstein waves
were shown to be operative forvpe /Ve up to 45 or so. As
discussed in the Introduction, the results obtained in Ref. 2 is
likely to be erroneous as a result of the incorrect treatment of
the problem. In short, the earlier range of the parameter
vpe /Ve for which the present Bernstein maser-beam insta-
bility is operative appears to have been overestimated.

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 2 except that the case of
vpe /Ve55 and vb /c50.5 are considered and com-
pared against the approximate treatment.~a! Real fre-
quency and~b! growth rates. For this case of relatively
low frequency ratio, the approximation becomes rather
poor. Thicker lines represent the approximation. In this
case, the peak growth rate corresponds tog;7.0
31023.

FIG. 5. ~a! Real frequency evaluated from Eq.~7!, and
~b! growth rates versusk're , for vpe /Ve520 and for
series of increasingvb /c, between 0.1 and 0.6. Other
parameters as in Fig. 1. The peak growth rate in the plot
corresponds tog;3.231022.
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We have repeated the same calculation as in Fig. 8, but
for somewhat lower beam speed, namely,vb /c50.2. The
results are plotted in Fig. 9 in the same format as in Fig. 8,
except that the growth rates are enhanced by a factor of 30.
The results, when compared with Fig. 8, are in overall quali-
tative agreement. The notable difference is that the range of
unstablek're appears to be shifted toward higher values,
and the unstable range ofvpe /Ve also appears to be some-
what broadened. The primary motivation for this analysis
regarding the dependence of the instability growth rate on
the ratiovpe /Ve is its applicability to the problem of type III
radio bursts in the solar corona. Free energy source of the
instability is in the stream of fast electrons produced during
solar flares. As these electrons travel along open magnetic
field lines near the surface of the Sun out toward interplan-

etary space, they will encounter regions of increasing
vpe /Ve . Near the corona, this ratio is estimated to be of the
order 10 or so, but near 1 a.u.,vpe /Ve can be as high as 50
or even 100. As we have seen, the present analysis shows
that the instability ceases to be operative forvpe /Ve>22,
which places the limit of applicability of the present mecha-
nism in the context of solar radio bursts.

In Fig. 10, we vary the pitch-angle parameterd from 0.1
to 2.1, with other parameters as in Fig. 1, except that the
beam speed ofvb /v50.3 is chosen. The multiplicative fac-
tor of 3 is used in order to enhance the growth rates. As the
readers see, the growth rate generally increases in a mono-
tonic fashion as the pitch-angle spread parameterd increases.
We note thatd larger than;2 is unlikely to be realized in
actual situations.

FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 5 except thatvpe /Ve510 is
considered. The peak growth rate isg;2.731022.

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 5 except thatvpe /Ve55 is
considered. The peak growth rate in the plot isg;2.0
31022.
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In Fig. 11 we show the dependence of the growth rate on
the momentum dispersion associated with the beam distribu-
tion function, which is modeled by the parameterTb . Figure
9 is generated forTb ranging from 200 to 600 eV. Physical
parameters are such thatvpe /Ve520, vb /c50.6, and other
parameters as in Fig. 1. The growth rate for each value ofTb

is multiplied by a factor 23103, and the value of the beam
temperature is added to it in order to avoid the piling up of

curves along one horizontal axis. It is seen that the growth
rates increase as the beam temperature is decreased.

The discussion presented in the preceding discussion is
restricted to Bernstein waves propagating in exactly perpen-
dicular directions. At this point it is appropriate to briefly
discuss the effects of small but finiteki on the growth rate. In
Fig. 12, we have plotted the growth rates of Bernstein waves
versusk're and kire , for the same set of physical param-
eters as in Fig. 1, except thatvb /c50.3 and the scaling
factor of 0.1 are used. It is seen that the growth rate gradually
decreases in magnitude and the range ofk're as kire in-
creases in the negative direction. On the other hand, for in-
creasingkire , both the magnitude and the unstable range of
k're associated with the present Bernstein growth rate in-
creases.

In Fig. 13, we plot the same growth rate curves as in Fig.
12 with the same set of physical parameters, except that the
beam speed corresponding tovb /c50.6 is adopted, and the
scaling factor is unity. As the figure shows, for this case of
higher beam speed, the near-perpendicular propagation,
kire'0 represents the most unstable case, and the mode
stabilizes askire increases in magnitude in both the positive
and negative directions. Thus, there appears to be no simple
conclusion to discuss the behavior of the present maser in-
stability with a finite and smallki .

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have discussed the instability of thermal
extraordinary-mode Bernstein waves excited by energetic
electrons which possess a net drift along the ambient mag-
netic field, and which feature a partial spherical shell-like
configuration in momentum space as a result of~presumed!
pitch-angle scattering by low-frequency Alfve´nic turbulence.

FIG. 8. Growth rates of Bernstein waves computed on the basis of approxi-
mation ~7! for vb /c50.6, andvpe /Ve ranging from 10 to 25, with other
parameters the same as in Fig. 1. The peak growth rate isg;4.231022.

FIG. 9. The same as Fig. 8~a!, except that a somewhat lower value of the
beam speed,vb /c50.2 is considered. The peak growth rate isg;3.0
31022.

FIG. 10. Growth rates of Bernstein waves computed on the basis of approxi-
mation~7! for vb /c50.3, andd ranging from 0.1 to 2.1, with other param-
eters the same as in Fig. 1. The peak growth rate corresponds tog;6.2
31022.
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The instability operates on generalized Bernstein harmonic
modes with characteristick're of order unity or higher.

We have paid special attention to situations where the
ratio vpe /Ve is relatively high, since the motivation for the
present work stems from the application in the solar and
interplanetary radio emission process. For such an applica-
tion the ratiovpe /Ve is of the order 10 or so near the corona
and can be as high as 50 or even 100 near 1 a.u. The tradi-
tional explanation for solar metric radio bursts relies on non-
linear conversion of Langmuir waves, excited by a beam of
electrons, into transverse electromagnetic waves.26,27The in-

stability which we have discussed in this paper is also driven
by a beam of electrons, but the two instabilities are very
distinct from each other. While the present instability excites
near-perpendicular wave modes, the usual bump-on-tail in-
stability predominantly excites electrostatic wave propagat-
ing nearly parallel to the ambient magnetic field.

Note that, for all cases considered, the excited modes are
located above the plasma frequency, and have positive de-
rivatives regarding the parameterk're . Therefore these ex-
cited waves can be converted to the fastX-mode, provided
that the ratiovpe /Ve increases adiabatically as the wave
propagates away from its source. As we have already pointed

FIG. 13. The same as in the previous figure, except that the beam speed
vb /c50.6 is adopted. The peak growth rate corresponds tog;5.031023.

FIG. 11. ~a! Real frequency evaluated
from Eq.~7!, and~b! growth rates ver-
susk're , for Tb ranging from 200 to
600 eV. Other parameters as in Fig. 1.
The peak growth rate corresponds to
g;3.031022.

FIG. 12. Growth rates of Bernstein waves againstk're and small but finite
parallel wave vector component,kire , for the same set of parameters as in
Fig. 1, except thatvb /c50.3. The peak growth rate corresponds tog
;3.031022.
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out in a previous work,7 these thermal extraordinary Bern-
stein modes excited above electron plasma frequency may
suffer mode conversion to escaping radiation, if they travel
toward the region of increasing magnetic field and plasma
density~toward the Sun!.2
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